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ABSTRACT

The concentrationand temperatureof air entrained into argon and

helium plasma jets has been measured using coherent anti-StokesRaman

spectroscopy(CARS). The argnn plasma flow field is characterizedby a

short region of well behaved laminar flow near the nozzle exit followedby

an abrupt transitionto turbulence. Once the transitionto turbulence
occurs, air is rapidlymixed into the jet core. The locationof the

transitionregion is determinedby the rapid cooling of tilejet and the

resu!ting increasein Reynoldsnumber. In contrast,the helium plasma

flow field never exceeds a Reynoldsnumber of 200 and remains laminar.

The entrainmentprocessin this case is controlledby moleculardiffusion

rather than turbulentmixing.

INTRODUCTION

In the plasma spray fabricationof coatingsthe compositionof the
surroundingsinto which the plasma jet flows is known to exert

considerableinfluenceon the behaviorof the jet and can alter the

characteristicsand quality of the coatingsproduced {I-3]. The goalof
the work describedhere is to examinethe fundamentalsof entrainment

mechanisms for both laminar and turbulentplasma jets. As an initialstep

in understandingthis processwe have appliedthe techniqueof coherent

anti-StokesRaman spectroscopy(CARS)to the measurementof concentration

and temperaturein plasma jet flow fields. The CARS techniqueis
applicable to the measurementof the concentrationand temperatureof any

Raman active species, includingthe common atmosphericgases 02, N2,

CO, and CO2. In the work describedh_re we have chosen N2 as the

species to be probed. The CARS spectraof N2 is well known and the
dissociationand ionizationcharacteristicsresuit in non-depleted

populationsof neutral,molecularnitrogenat temperaturesin excess of
6000 K. The initialresultson argon and helium plasmas, issuinginto a

stagnant atmosphericpressure air environment,are presentedhere.

MEASUREMENTTECHNIQUE I.il t"%(_I"I_

ii Non-intrusiveopticaldiagnostictechniquessuch as CARS have becom__|_t) | I'|!

, standardtools in high temperatureflow-fieldresearch. CARS has th_
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advantageof high conversionefficiency,a laser-likecoherent signal beam
fo_"high collectionefficiency,excellentfluorescenceand luminosity

discrimination,and high spatial and temporalresolution. The theory of
CARS and its applicationas a combustiondiagnostictool has been detailed

in severalreviews [4-6]. A CARS signal,.Figure I, is generatedwhen two

laser beams at FrequencywI, (termedthe pump beams) and one laser beam

at Frequencyw2 (termedthe Stokes beam) interactthroughthe
third-ordernonlinearsusceptibilityof the medium X(3) to generate an

oscillatingpolarizationand thus coherent (laserlike)radiation at

. frequencyw3-2wl-w2. l'heintensityof the CARS signal, 13, is
proportionalto"

".13_ I1212(3X(3))2

where Ii is the intensityat frequencywi. This relationassumes that
the requiredmomentum phase matching is satisfiedand that both beams have

the same focal diameter. The third-ordernonlinearsusceptibility,

X(3), which governs CARS can be expressedas:

X(3)=Xn+Xr

where Xn is the non__onant contributionand Xr is the Raman resonant
contribution. The nonresonantsusceptibilityis proportionalto the

' number density of the speciespresent, and is generallya slowly varying

function of wavelength. The resonant contribution,Far from electronic

resonance, is given by"

X(3):(2c4/hw2) N _[oA(v,j)/(Wr-(Wl-W2)-iGv,j)]

where N is the number densityof the species probed;A(v,j) is the

populationdifferencebetweenthe states involvedin the Raman Transition;

o is the Raman scatteringcross section;wr is the frequencyof a

Raman active rotationalor vibrationalstate; and Gv,j is the Raman
half-width. When the frequencydifference (wt-w2)is close to th_
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Figure I. Coherentanti-StokesrRaman spectroscopy.
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frequencyof a Raman resonanceof a species,wr, the magnitudeof the

CARS radiationat w3 is resonantlyenhanced,resulting in a signature
unique to that molecular species.

CARS spectracan be acquiredin two basic ways, Figure I. The scanned

approach uses a spectrally-narrowStokes beam to generateone small
segmentof the CARS spectrum. The Stokes beam is then scannedacross the

Raman frequencyrange to generatea high-resolutionCARS spectrum. This

method requires considerabletime and is limited to temporallystationary

flow fields. The broadbandapproachemploysa Stokes source that has a

broad spectrum (150-200cm'1). [his allows the entireCARS spectrum to

be generatedsimultaneously,on the time scale of the laser pulse. High

spatialresolution is achievedby using a crossed beam geometry [6]. The

CARS spectrometerconsistsof a frequency-doubled,Q-switchedNd:YAG

laser. The secopd-harmonicgreen beanlis used both as a pump beam for the

dye laser which generates the Stokes beam, and as the CARS pump beam. The

general beam geometry is shown in Figure I. The focusinglenses are 100

mm Focal length, resultingin a ellipsoidalmeasurementvolume

approximately200 #m in diameterby 1.5 mm in 'length. In generating

the spatialdependenceof concentrationand temperature,the plasma torch

is moved relative to the stationaryCARS measurementvolume.

Temperaturesare derived from the spectraldistributionof the (_ARS

signal and concentrationis derived from the strengthof the signal. In

the work performed here, a quick-fit technique [7], based on the

full-width at half maximumof the spectral signal, has been used to derive
temperatures From spectral data. The temperature determination is
calibratedagainst a platinum,platinum-rhodiumthermocouple,while the

concentrationmeasurement is calibratedby varyingthe concentrationof

air mixed into a cold argon jet. A correctionto the measured

concentrationis derived by assumingvibrationalequilibriumand

calculatinga Boltzmanncorrectionfactor using the measuredtemperature.

Alternately,spectral fittingproceduressuch as the CARSFT [8] computer

code, or similartechniquemay be used to derive the same informationfrom

data acquired. The uncertaintiesin the concentrationand temperature

measurementsare estimatedto be 6 and 8 percent respectively.

RESULTS

The test conditions are summarized in Table I. The free flow region

of the plasma jet issued in to stagnantlaboratoryair at an atmospheric
pressure of 86 kPa. The argon gas flow rate is 0.59 SCMH and the helium

gas flow rate is 0.61 SCMH. The nozzle exit diameter 1.27 cm for the

argon case and 0.95 cm diameterfor the helium results.
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Table I. Operatingconditions

__. qas current voltag,e ,, ,efficiency... power deposited
Ar 250 a 20 v 26 % 1.30 kW
He 350 a 30 v , 6 % .63 kW

A shadowgraphof the resultingargon jet appears in Figure 2. The

argon jet flow field is characterizedby a short region of well behaved

laminarflow near the nozzle exit followedby an abrupt traIlsitionto

turbulence. The turbulenceis initiallyconfinedto the shear region

between the laminar flow exiting the nozzle and the cold surroundings.

The laminarregion can easily be lengthenedby severalcentimetersby

increasingthe power input to the torch [9]. The location of the

transition region is determinedby the rapid cooling of the jet and the
resulting increase in Reynolds number. The estimatedReynoldsnumber at

the torch exit is approximately100, based on the nozzle diameter. At the
locationof the transitionto turbulencethe Reynolds number is on the

order of 10,000. Once turbulence is initiatedair is rapidilymixed into

the core flow by an engulfmentprocess. Turbulenteddies are formed in

the region of large shear on the boundarybetween the jet and the

surroundingair. As these eddies are pulleddownstream by the jet flow

they roll up and engulf large quantitiesof air, which is then convected
into the core region of the jet. In contrast,the helium jet, Figure 3,

has a Reynolds numberof approximately30 at the exit of the nozzle,

increasingto a value of approximately200 as the jet cools. The low

value of Reynoldsnumber inhibitstransitionand the flow field remains
laminar.

!I Figure 2. Shadowgraphof argon Figure 3. Photographof i-,eliun_

plasma jet. plasma jet.
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Contour plots of temperatureand relativeconcentrationappear in

Figures4 and 5 for the argon and heliumcases respectively. The relative

concentrationis normalizedby the number density of N2 at ambient

conditions,N0=1.Te19. The rapid entrainmentof air intf_the core
flow of the jet coincidentwith the onset of turbulenceand jet breakup is

evident in the argon concentrationcontours. This transitionregion is

not as pronounced in the associatedtemperaturefield. The helium results
on the other hand, show a persistenceof the laminar,all helium core flow

for many nozzle diameters. The entrainmentmechanismis driven by

moleculardiffusionrather than turbulentmixing.
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Figure 4. Contour plots of nitrogenconcentrationand temperaturefor

argon plasma jet.
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Figure 5. ConLour plots of nitrogen concentrationand temperaturefor

_ helium plasma jet.



CONCLUSIONS

The CARS techniquehas been sucessfullyapplied to the measurementof

N2 temperatureand entrainmentin argon and helium plasma jets issuing
into stagnantair environments, lhe entrainmentprocessin the argon jet,
under the conditions tested,was found to be characterizedby an initial

laminar region followed by the rapid onset of turbulenceand jet breakup.

The location of the transitionis dependenton the Reynolds number,which

is determinedprimarilyby the temperaturefield. Once turbulenceappears

the air is rapidly entrainedinto the jet core. The physical properties

of helium,on the otllerihand,are such that the Reynolds number remains

small (<200) and the jet remains laminar. The entrainmentprocess in the

,J heliumjet is controlledby moleculardiffusion
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